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 Download They have links to other sub-sites. It looks like this: /my-website/ /languages/ english german italian french spanish chinese /musics/ compilations ... /all-music/ So if I click on any of these, the browser will load the corresponding html file. This way, the site doesn't have to be too complex. The structure has to be simple and there should be no need for PHP or other languages. I found a
similar question here on stackoverflow, however I didn't find an answer to my question (how to redirect the browser to a certain page if a certain link is clicked). This is the question that I found similar: I also tried to find out on how to make a link in HTML work, but I could not find anything usefull. My question is: How can I do this in a simple way. I don't want to use any specific frameworks or

anything. A: In that particular link you provided, the URL is an HTTP request with "location" response header set to the desired page. For instance, redirects the browser to on success. The browser keeps following the redirects until it eventually returns to the initial page (in the case of or no further redirects are successful. If you want to do this for a link, all you need is a link with href="your
page.html" or href="your page.php". No JS required. You may use JavaScript in this situation, but it doesn't have to be a separate script. If you have page.html with the script and you have no server restrictions, then you're good. But you have to be sure that page.html loads before the link on your page. You can also use window.location.href = "page.html"; as an event handler for the click. I
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